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Digestive Intelligence: A Holistic 
Vision of Your Second Brain
Irina Matveikova, M.D. Findhorn (LEGATO, 
dist.), $16.99 trade paper (176p) ISBN 978-1-
84409-643-5

Based in Madrid, Matveikova is a family 
medicine physician who specializes in en-
docrinology and clinical nutrition, with 
expertise in eating disorders. Here, she 
takes readers on a tour of the digestive sys-
tem, emphasizing that the intestine (or 
gut) acts as a “second brain” that produces 
neurotransmitters and hormones. Accord-
ing to the author, the two brains “engage, 
talk, sabotage, or reinforce each other,” and 
emotions often manifest as digestive disor-
ders. In detailed and accessible fashion, 
Matveikova covers the stomach, small in-
testine, colon, liver, and gallbladder, ad-
dressing topics such as constipation, irrita-
ble bowel syndrome, and gastro esophageal 
reflex disease (GERD). Matveikova favors a 
holistic, integrative approach, viewing al-
lopathic treatments combined with com-
plementary modalities as “the medicine of 
the future.” A proponent of colonic hydro-
therapy, she discusses the procedure and its 
benefits. She includes historical tidbits, as 
well as anecdotes from her life and practice 
to give character to a potentially dull sub-
ject. Readers may find that the author’s en-
thusiasm for her topic is contagious. Agent: 
Elizabeth Wiggins, Elizabeth Wiggins Literary 
Agency (Spain). (June) 

Parenting
Keep Calm and Parent On:  
A Guilt-Free Approach to Raising 
Children by Asking More from 
Them and Doing Less
Emma Jenner. Atria, $24 (288p) ISBN 978-1-
4767-3954-0

British nannies are all the rage, and this 
contribution from parenting expert Jen-
ner, former star of TLC’s Take Home Nanny, 
hits the usual topics of sleep, food, and 
discipline. Where she sets her parenting 
advice apart is in chapters such as “The 
Dignified Parent” and “The King’s 
Speech.” In the former, she highlights the 
most important relationship in the house-
hold; she even recommends that parents 
greet each other before greeting children. 
The latter focuses on communication, 
with advice on how children should com-
municate with parents and the world, as 
well as how parents should communicate 

dhist meditation has become more com-
mon, she observes the need for guidance. 
In each chapter (or week) she presents a 
component of her program, such as “Ex-
ploring Your Body in Action,” “Cultivat-
ing Your Breath,” or “Taking Your Seat” 
(in which the author dives deeply into the 
art of seated meditation) along with spe-
cific practices. Cushman includes helpful 
resource suggestions at the end of each 
chapter, as well as audio and video links. 
The author provides clear, precise instruc-
tions, but also weaves into her text lyrical 
prose and colorful anecdotes from her own 
life and the lives of other teachers and stu-
dents. Practitioners of all levels will find 
this to be a rich companion volume, 
though it will speak most profoundly to 
those who already have some knowledge 
of yoga and meditation. Line drawings. 
Agent: Agent: Lisa Bankoff, ICM. (July)

Meat Is for Pussies: A How-To 
Guide for Dudes Who Want to Get 
Fit, Kick Ass, and Take Names
John Joseph. HarperWave, $24.99 (320p) 
ISBN 978-0-06-232032-2

“Who propagated this bullshit that 
meat makes you macho?” Joseph (The 
Evolution of a Cro-Magnon) asks in the in-
troduction to his chest-beating, profani-
ty-laced argument for a vegan diet. Front-
man for the punk band the Cro-Mags and 
a veteran Ironman competitor, Joseph 
walks the walk and offers a sustained ar-
gument, citing multiple studies to back 
up his claims. Readers may recognize fa-
miliar villains such as Monsanto, geneti-
cally modified foods, and fad diets like 
the Zone (“these douchebags need to stop 
shitting on complex carbs”) and Nutrisys-
tem, as well as pesticides, hormones, and 
their alleged connection to obesity and a 
litany of illnesses. Ironically, Joseph saves 
his most scathing attack for the book’s ap-
pendix, where he takes on the commercial 
meat and fish industries. He makes a sen-
sible case for a plant- and fruit-based ap-
proach to dieting (a word he abhors) cou-
pled with a solid exercise regimen (also 
included). His chapter of recipes will help 
devotees on their vegan journey. However, 
his admonishments that “meat and pro-
cessed foods will turn you into a feeble 
pussy” quickly begin to grate and detract 
from his argument. 8 pages of b&w pho-
tos. Agent: Daniel Kirschen, ICM. (July)

name for a Viet bologna made of ground 
chicken or pork. There are plenty of hot 
sandwich fillings as well, some of which 
borrow from American comfort foods; no-
tably, the lemongrass Sloppy Joe, seasoned 
with star anise, ginger, and fish sauce. (July)

A Visual Guide to Sushi-Making at 
Home
Hiro Sone and Lissa Doumani, photos by 
Antonis Achilleos. Chronicle, $35 (224p) ISBN 
978-1-4521-0710-3

In their second collaboration, Sone and 
Doumani (Terra: Cooking from the Heart of 
Napa Valley) deftly tackle the art of mak-
ing sushi at home. The authors cover a lot 
of ground, from the history of sushi and 
sashimi and the proper manner in which 
to choose fish and shellfish, to a detailed 
outline of etiquette on how to eat sushi 
and what to drink with it. Each ingredi-
ent, utensil, and technique is accompa-
nied by pictures assist home cooks. The 
authors break down the process with step-
by-step instructions, whether the focus is 
on the classic nigiri with tuna and Cali-
fornia roll or the more exciting gunkan-
maki with broiled sake-marinated black 
cod (Gindara), and sushi rice-stuffed 
Monterey squid (Ika) with sea urchin 
(Uni). Unfortunately, the pictures of each 
dish aren’t on the same page as the text 
that explains how to prepare it, thus call-
ing for a lot of flipping back and forth. 
Despite this inconvenience, the visuals 
running throughout the book are excit-
ing, and the concise instructions help 
make this book ideal for anyone with an 
interest in making sushi. (May)

Health & Fitness
Moving into Meditation:  
A 12-Week Mindfulness Program 
for Yoga Practitioners
Anne Cushman. Shambhala, $19.95 (240p) 
ISBN 978-1-61180-098-2

Yoga and meditation teacher Cushman 
presents a detailed, step-by-step plan for 
tapping into the mind/body/spirit connec-
tion with this 12-week program. Cush-
man emphasizes the importance of mak-
ing meditation and asana a seamless prac-
tice; she offers an array of techniques to 
tune into the body and breath in ways that 
complement, enhance, and deepen the asa-
na practice. While noting that the fusion 
and integration of yoga asana with Bud-
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